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(Pocket Lint) - Sonos has updated its console app for Android devices. Version 4.1.1 now allows you to play music or podcasts stored on smartphones or tablets through speakers or Sonos Play. There are some initial hoops to jump through to get the action feature, but once the sonos owners are finished you will be able to use any device featuring Android
2.1 or higher to the fullest. First, you will have to update the app to v4.1.1 on their devices. This is a specific Android update only, sonos components will not need to be updated separately. Launch the Sonos Controller app after making sure you're on the same network as Sonos. Then go to the music menu and select this mobile device. If you don't have any
music or podcasts stored on your Android phone or tablet, this option won't appear. If you do, you'll see a list of content that you can play. Swipe across or click it as you would with any other tracks. Unfortunately, Sonos tells us that the new feature does not work on tracks downloaded on a device directly from Google Play. To get that work, you have to
download it from play to a computer and then transfer it to your Android phone or tablet. Sonos Controller for Android 4.1.1 is available on Google Play now. Written by Rick Henderson. WhatsApp, a popular, Facebook-owned encrypted messaging app, temporarily disappeared from the Google Play Store. WhatsApp's sudden absence was first observed on
Friday morning by the WhatsApp blog focused on WABetaInfo, and Business Insider was able to confirm that the app had disappeared from the Play Store on Android and the Web. WhatsApp Business, which focuses on the company, has not disappeared, and its main app has also remained available on Apple's iOS app store. WhatsApp was not detectable
during the downtime. Business Insider WhatsApp has more than 1.5 billion active users per month. A company spokeswoman declined to share details of the number of iOS users versus Android users. Read more: Most Americans don't know Facebook owns Instagram and WhatsApp almost an hour and 40 minutes after its disappearance, WhatsApp
reappeared on play store. WhatsApp's disappearance can be the result of a bug. Neither WhatsApp nor Google were immediately available to comment on why it came down. Taking a trip down the memory lane that will make you feel nostalgic AF today, Google has announced some changes to the Google Play Store. The largest of them will add a new way
for people to try apps without going through the process of installing them first. The new feature benefits from the functionality of Google's instant Android apps that were introduced last year. So, what is the difference between the original app and the instant app? Start instant apps by pressing a link or button and bring the app's user interface. This is done
by developers dividing their applications into much smaller parts so they can download within seconds. On-the-go loading technology can reduce load on slowed-down or measurement data plans. When you are. With the instant app, you can close it and go ahead as it was never there in the first place. Original apps, such as those that you normally download
from the Play Store, are the biggest data commitment. But once you download it to your device, they won't go anywhere unless you delete it, unlike the instant app. Instant app technology has been around since Google I/O conference last year, but only a few developers have accessto it. At Google I/o 2017 this year, Google announced that all developers
now have access to the technology, but you will be forgiven if you haven't seen one yet. This lack of progress is apparently why Google now add try now a button to the play store. More love on Google's side can explode with instant apps. There are currently a wide range of apps that you can try now. Once you reach the link below, you'll be taken to the Play
Store where you can try apps from Hollar, Skyscanner, BuzzFeed, Onefootball Live, Red Bull TV, dotlooop, ShareThe Meal and our favorites - The New York Time Crossword Puzzle. Tagged: Google Play StoreAndroid Instant Apps Source: Activision It's Happening! The brand new bandicoout crash game has been announced, coming later this year. After a
long break from 2010 to 2016, Remasters triple Crash Bandicoot N. Sane sold very well, as did Crash Team Racing Nitro-Fueled. With that in mind, the announcement of a completely new title is not very surprising. It's also the first completely new crash game to hit since 2008 Crash: Mind Over a Mutant, and there's plenty to go here that should make crash
fans very happy. Here's all we know about The Bandikot Crash 4: It's time. WUMP WUMP WUMP THIS NEW CRASH ADVENTURE TAKES PLACE IN A WORLD OF SHATTERED TIME, WITH MULTIPLE CHARACTERS TO PLAY ON THE LIST. Source: Activision Crash Bandicoot 4: It's Time Is An All-New Bandicoot Crash Game being Developed by
Bob's Play and Published by Bob. Bob's previously playing support work on the Bandicoot N. Sane trilogy crash did, as well as lead the development of triple Spiro Reignited. It's clear playing for Bob has a lot of work to do on an older platformer that is brought into the modern era. Crash Bandicoot 4: It's about time trailers Source: Activision You Can Check
The Trailer Reveal game Below. Source: Activision Despite being the eighth major crash game Bandicoot, Crash Bandicoot 4: It's About Time is a live sequel to game three, Bandicoot Crash: Warped, something is jokingly about in the official trailer. New revelations and Dr. (Natropi) escape from prison and break the same time by finding four quantum masks,
you'll gain abilities allowing you to process time in different ways. There are many characters to play in addition to Crash and Coco. You can swap between Crash and Coco at any point. You can get fully tubular skins to crash and coco if you buy the game Is Bandicoot Crash 4 coming to Nintendo Switch? Source: Activision Now, No, Nintendo Switch version
has not been announced. With that, both crash Bandicoot n. sane trilogy remasters and Spyro Reited trilogy came to Nintendo switch later. It is very likely that this turned ported to the Nintendo platform a few months or a year after their release. Is Bandicoot Crash 4: It's time to come to the computer? Source: Activision is very similar to the potential Nintendo
Switch version, the PC version of the game has not been announced however, it is likely to come later. Crash Bandicoot 4: It's About Time Release Date Source: Activision Crash Bandicoot 4: It's Time it's scheduled to be released on October 2, 2020. Now, it's coming to PS4 and Xbox One. WUMP WUMP WUMP THIS NEW CRASH ADVENTURE TAKES
PLACE IN A WORLD OF SHATTERED TIME, WITH MULTIPLE CHARACTERS TO PLAY ON THE LIST. Getting hands-on at the right time with apps, games and other programs before they are technically ready for prime time can be fun. This is not only great for you, but your feedback also helps developers adjust the experience on multiple devices and
under different sets of conditions. Google gets this, so it actually has a special section of the play store only for early release programs. Related: How to install apps that are not present in the Play Store on your Android device This early access arena is exactly what it looks like: a place for developers to download apps and games that are almost finished but
incomplete for people to try. These apps and games are stable enough for you to install and play with, but they may have some quirks or errors that can hinder the experience. As I said, the idea is to let you get an idea of what to expect, as well as help the developer work on any bugs as they arise. It's a win-win access to this section of the Play Store that is
actually really simple. First, open the Play Store. You'll find it in the app drawer and basically any and every Android device. Assuming you haven't opened it in a while, you should start on the apps and games page. If not, open the menu by slipping from the left side of the screen and select Apps &amp; games. On the apps and home games page, there are
ads for new or other apps worthy of highlight, with word or keywords and categories below. Navigate through these keywords by swiping and eventually you'll see one called early access. Press that little guy. Like magic, you will be washed away to the land of early access software - not completely beta, but not completely stable. Welcome to the interprogram. Get giddy. This section is divided into two simple parts: non-exported applications and games in development. A few of them will be displayed under each subtitle, with the option of viewing the full catalog by clicking on the more link next to the list in question. Google sponsors this section very heavily from what I can say, so don't expect a huge
catalog to choose from. Instead To look at 15-20 different apps or games for a closer look at, which is nice. From here, the app or game will be installed like any other app - just press the app you want to drag, then press the install button. The main difference you'll see here is the disclaimer below the said button, letting you know that the app is still under
development and be unstable. Otherwise, the app will install and update just like any other application from the play store. Keep it simple, you know? It is worth keeping in mind that this is quite different from google's pilot program, which allows developers to download beta versions of current applications, and keep them on a separate channel from the stable
version but still under the same Play Store list. Users can then sign up to get access to the trial version, at which point their stable application will be updated to the beta channel. Channel.
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